The relationship between Heyting algebras (HA) and semirings is explored. A new class of HAs called Symmetric Heyting algebras (SHAs) is proposed, and a necessary condition on SHAs to be consider semirings is given. We define a new mathematical family called Heyting structures, which are similar to semirings, but with Heytingalgebra operators in place of the usual arithmetic operators usually seen in semirings. The impact of the zero-sum free property of semirings on Heyting structures is shown as also the condition under which it is possible to extend one Heyting structure to another. It is also shown that the union of two or more sets forming Heyting structures is again a Heyting structure, if the operators on the new structure are suitably derived from those of the component structures. The analysis also provides a sufficient condition such that the larger Heyting structure satisfying a monotony law implies that the ones forming the union do so as well.
Introduction
Heyting algebras (HA) are algebraic structures developed by the Dutch mathematician Arend Heyting, for intuitionistic logic. In mathematics, HAs are bounded lattices which in turn are a special type of partially ordered set (poset). HAs are loaded with connectives like ∧ and → and generalize the Boolean algebra and also provide a truth table [10] . Later on, HAs were studied by various researcher to establish their connection with various theories like lattices, MV-algebra, semirings and BL-algebra.
In this paper, we study the relationship between Heyting algebras and semirings and the necessary condition for consideration of a HA as a semiring. Bova [5] has discussed commutative idempotent semirings (CIS) and concluded that CISs are Heyting algebras. She has also shown that a Gödel algebra [1] is an idempotent BL-algebra. A Boolean algebra is an involutive Heyting algebra, or an idempotent MV-algebra, or an involutive Gödel algebra. Harper [7] has discussed the connection between HA and Boolean algebra. Branimir et al. [12] has discussed about the lattices of poset of Meet-Irrudicble and Luck [6] has defined a new class of Heyting algebra as dual Heyting algebra and developed a dimension theory on them. Many researchers have worked on transforming the semirings into HAs but no one has worked the other way, which is what is done in this paper.
Walter [13] has shown that a variety V n is a variety generated by the Heyting algebra H n and stating that the variety V n is not interpretable in V n+1 .
Pin [11] shows that tropical semirings provide an algebraic setting to decide whether a collection of objects is finite or infinite.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will show the transformation of HAs into a semiring-like class that we call Heyting structures, and necessary conditions for this transformation. In Section 3, we have shown the implication of the zero-sum free property of semirings on Heyting structures, and how a Heyting structure can be extended to another one by adding a new element. We also discuss when a homomorphic function over a Heyting structure can be extended to another function over another Heyting structure. The definitions of zero-free Heyting structure, positive cone and monotony law for a Heyting structure are also given. Section 4 offers some concluding remarks.
A Heyting Algebra as a Semiring
In this section, we define a Symmetric Heyting algebra (SHA) and also discuss the basic properties which should be satisfied by SHAs to consider them as semirings. Definition 2.1. A Heyting algebra is a bounded lattice [9] with a partial order , bounded by smallest (⊥) and largest (⊤) elements such that for all elements a, b ∈ H, there exist operations → and ∧, such that:
and 
An example of a SHA can be an undirected weighted graph with one node marked as a root node. Assume H is the set of all nodes in a graph, where the distance between two nodes is the weight of the edge and if there is no edge between two nodes, then the distance between them will be zero. The elements of H are partially ordered by which means ∀n 1 , n 2 ∈ H, n 1 n 2 implies that the maximum distance of n 1 from root node is less than the maximum distance of n 2 from root. Also, n 1 → n 2 = maximum distance between n 1 and n 2 . Therefore n 1 → n 2 = n 2 → n 1 . Definition 2.4. A semiring [8] is an algebraic structure (H, +, ×) that satisfies the following four properties:
• P1: (H, +) is a commutative monoid with some identity element 0 ∈ H;
• P2: (H, ×) is a monoid with identity element 1;
• P3: × distributes over +;
• P4: a + 1 = 1 + a = 1 for all a ∈ H, i.e., 1 annihilates under +.
Remark 2.5. Considering that our focus is on Heyting algebras, we use the meet operator (∧) in place of the additive operator + of a semiring, and the relative pseudo-complement operator (→) in place of the multiplicative operator × of a semiring, in the rest of this paper. We use the symbol ⊤, also called the smallest element, in place of 0, and ⊥, also called the largest, in place of 1.
The following theorem indicates the necessary conditions for SHAs to be considered as semirings. 
Proof. The necessary conditions to prove that (H
From Definition 2.2, we can find ⊥ as the identity element satisfying ⊥ ∧ a = a ∧ ⊥ and the third condition is trivial. Hence, (H, ∧) is a commutative monoid.
Assume (a → b) = x. Therefore x c and
Since the above HAs are SHAs, therefore ∃j ∈ H such that j → a = a → j is trivial.
Since
Therefore, we can say that → distributes over ∧.
Here, the smallest element ⊥ satisfies a ∧ ⊥ = ⊥ ∧ a = ⊥ which means ⊥ annihilates. This completes the proof of P4 given in Definition 2.4. Since, the structure (H, ⊙, →, ⊥, ⊤) the conditions P1, P2, P3, P4, hence it is a semiring.
Remark 2.7. From now on, the algebraic structure (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) will be called a Heyting structure, to make explicit the top and bottom values, as well as the two operators on the set. This nomenclature clarifies some new results for Heyting algebras, presented in the next section.
Results
As Stefano et al. [2] have discussed the semiring-based formalism, this section mainly discusses the semiring properties in the context of Heyting algebras. A major area of the discussion will be the zero-sum free property, extending the Heyting algebras with a zero element, positive cone and monotony law of semirings.
Definition 3.1. If a Heyting structure has an element ⊤ satisfying,
we call this element the zero element of the Heyting algebra.
As previously noted, in the Heyting structure (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) in which all the elements of H are partially ordered by , ⊤ takes the place of the largest element. In this way, we can prove that all the elements will be equal to ⊤. Hence, we can conclude that given a ∧ b = ⊤ implies a = b = ⊤ for all a and b ∈ H, then all the elements will be alike and will be equal to ⊤. Theorem 3.3. If there exists a Heyting structure {H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤} and an element t such that t / ∈ H, then the algebraic structure {H ′ , ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤}, where H ′ = H ∪ {t} is a Heyting structure, if t satisfies the following conditions for all x ∈ H ∪ {t}:
Proof. We will prove that (H ′ , ) is a poset and a bounded lattice as well. As we already know that (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) is a Heyting structure which satisfies the properties of a poset, we only have to prove thatH ∪ {t} satisfies them as well. For all a, b and c ∈ H and t / ∈ H, (H ′ , ∧) is a commutative monoid with t as the new identity element in (H ′ , ∧) because x ∧ t = t ∧ x = t.
(H ′ , →) is a monoid with t as a new identity element in (H ′ , →) because x → t = t → x = t, and t annihilates. This lattice is bounded as the largest and smallest element still remain the same. To prove that H ∪ {t} is another Heyting structure, we have to prove that for all a ∈ H, there exist a largest χ in H ′ such that
The above two equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be easily proved as a → t = t → a = t which concludes that χ = t.
Assume {H 1 , H 2 . . . H n } where H i satisfies the Theorem 3.2, ∀ i ∈ {1, .., n}. We can extend H i by adding an element t ∈ H j \H i where j ∈ {1 . . . n} which results in a new Heyting structure as described in Theorem 3.3. In the same way, (η, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) will be a Heyting structure where η = {h 1 , h 2 ....h n } and h i ∈ H 1 ∪ H 2 ..... ∪ H i−1 ∪ H n . But the reverse is not correct, i.e., if we remove one element from a Heyting structure, what we get may not a Heyting structure. For example, if we remove the zero element from a Heyting structure, then the property a ∧ ⊤ = ⊤ ∧ a = a is not satisfied. Hence, it is not a Heyting structure.
As Bogdanov [3] has defined the extensions of semifields, we are defining the extension of functions over a Heyting algebra as below. 
A good example of function extension can be seen in coordinate geometry. The distance function D on two points in 1 dimension is D(x, y) = |x − y|, where x and y are two points on 1-dimensional space. The distance functionD on two points in 2-dimensional space isD((x 1 , y 1 )(x 2 , y 2 )) = (y 2 − y 1 ) 2 + (x 2 − x 1 ) 2 where (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) are the two points in 2-dimensional space. ThenD((x, 0)(y, 0)) = D(x, y) Proof. According to Definition 3.4, the relation between ϕ andφ can be defined as follows:φ
Similarly, for all a, b ∈ H ′ , the following are true.
and,φ
By (3.3) and (3.4), we conclude that the functionφ is a homomorphic function. We need to prove thatφ(⊤) = ⊤ andφ(⊥) = ⊥ to makeφ a surjective mapping.
Since ϕ is an increasing homomorphic function, a ⊤ implies ϕ(a) ϕ(⊤). Therefore,φ(a) →φ(⊤) = ϕ(a) → ϕ(⊤) = ⊤. Henceφ(⊤) = ⊤. To proveφ(⊥) = ⊥, we will use the given property a ∧ ¬a = ⊥. Thereforeφ(⊥) =φ(a ∧ ¬a) =φ(a) ∧φ(¬a) = ϕ(a) ∧ ¬φ(a) = ⊥. Henceφ is a surjective mapping.
In the discussion of homomorphisms over Heyting algebras in [4] , it is shown that if there exist a Heyting structure (H ′ , ∧, →, ⊥ ′ , ⊤ ′ ) where ∧ and → are defined in 2.1 and ⊤ ′ is the largest element and ⊥ ′ is the smallest element in H ′ and surjective mappingφ :
is a Heyting structure. Hence proved.
Semiring properties like zero-free, monotony law and positive cone [8] , are extended as follows for a Heyting structure. Definition 3.6. In a Heyting structure (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤), the following obtain:
1. The Heyting structure is zero free if ⊤ / ∈ H.
2.
If ∃p ∈ H such that a a + p ∀a ∈ H, then p is called positive, and P , the set of all such p, is called the positive cone of the Heyting structure.
3. The Heyting structure satisfies the strong monotony law if a b implies that a ∧ r b ∧ r, ∀a, b ∈ H and r ∈ P .
Lemma 3.7. In every Heyting structure (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤), we can find two elements a and b ∈ H such that a b, which implies that a + p = b where p belongs to the positive cone P.
For all a and b ∈ P , there will be a meet(∧) and join(∨) exist.
Hence P is a bounded lattice which means that it is a Heyting structure too.
(ii) If a b, then there exist a unique c in P ∩P * , such that a+c = b where c = ⊤. If there exist an element r such that (a ∧ r) + (c ∧ r) = b ∧ r and (r ∧ a) + (r ∧ c) = r ∧ b and c ∧ r, r ∧ c ∈ P , then a ∧ r b ∧ r. Hence, it satisfies the law of strong monotony from Definition 3.6. 
where ⊥ = (a i , a j ) and ⊤ is an element in H such that no other element in H satisfies ⊤ (a i , a j ) ;
Proof. We reason as follows:
(i) It is straightforward to say that ∀ a, b, c ∈ H, the conditions for H to be a poset are satisfied. Along with the partial order on the elements of H, we can easily say that (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) is a Heyting structure.
(ii) If ⊤ is the smallest element for (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) and also for (
, which means ⊤ = ⊤ i . Then H * = H \{⊤} and H * i = H i \{⊤} , and
is a sufficient condition such that monotony law for (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) implies monotony law for (H i , ∧ i , → i , ⊥ i , ⊤ i ) and we show
The latter is clear if P i ⊆ P ∩ H * holds, which can be only wrong if (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) has a zero ⊤ , satisfying
But ⊤ is also the zero of (H i , ∧ i , → i , ⊥ i , ⊤ i ) and we obtain P i ∩ H * i ⊆ P ∩ H * . We note that P * i ⊆ P * need not imply P i ⊆ P .
Remark 3.10. The set H = {a, b, c, d} and H 1 = {b, d} forms a Heyting structure as (H, ∧, →, ⊥, ⊤) and (H 1 , ∧ 1 , → 1 , ⊥ 1 , ⊤ 1 ) as defined in Theorem 3.9. The positive cone of H is P = {d} and that of H 1 is P 1 = {b, d} and both the Heyting structures have the same zero 0 = b. P * = d and P * 1 = {d} hence P * 1 ⊆ P * implies that (H 1 , ∧ 1 , → 1 , ⊥ 1 , ⊤ 1 ) also satisfies the law of monotony whereas P 1 is not contained in P .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the relationship between Heyting algebras and semirings and their properties. We have invented a new category of Heyting algebra, a Symmetric Heyting algebra (SHA), and also discussed the necessary conditions for transforming a Symmetric Heyting algebra into a semiring. Considering two Heyting algebras which together form a semiring, we defined a Heyting structure. We discussed the zero-sum free property of semirings in the context of Heyting structures. We saw that a Heyting structure can extend to a new Heyting structure by adding a new element to it, but the reverse is not true. We have also shown that how one function over a Heyting structure can extend another function on other Heyting structure. We also defined an analogous concept of zero-free, positive cone and monotony law in semiring, for Heyting structures.
